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ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES

Northern Section_Megligg
The No"etb"r di"".r meeting was hosted by Ed Peterson and the Department

of Treasury Bureau of Alcoho1, Tobacco, and Firearms. Curtis Bartlett, a
Firearms Enforcement Officer from Washington, D.C., gave an excellent talk
on the history and design of submachine guns.

Southern S ec t ion_I"Iegllng
Carcl Rhodes of the Institute of Forensic Sciences hosted the meeting

on Thursday, October 2L, L982. She arranged a tour of Royalty Carpet Mills
in Irvine followed by dinner at a nearby Mexican restaurant. The 45 people
who toured the plant were able to see the manufacturing process from the
twisting and heat setting of filament yarns to the tufting, dyeing, and
finishing of the carpet.
Comb:lned North-South Trace Study Group Meeting

Representatives from both groups met October l6-L7 at Yosemite. Marty
Blake and Ed Rhodes revj-ewed the prior meetings of their respective groups.
Steve Shaffer distributed a list of abstracts on trace evidence examination;
the abstract list has since been indexed by Jin White. The revised 1-isting is
available from Steve; one per 1-aboratory please. In a second session, the
group reviewed papers presented at the INTERMICRO-82 meeting held in Chicago
in July; some abstracts from this meeting appear on the page facing .l_n

the Newsletter. The final session included the exchange of helpful hints and
a discussion of future goals.

frace Stuay Cro"p - tlortn
Peter Barnett hosted a meeti-ng on December 3. Topics included a demonstration

of the Versamid embedding and cross-sectioning technique for fibres and a
discussion of Barnettts trace evidence "key classificationn system. Future
meetings are scheduled for January L4 at Forensic Science Associates and February
25 at a yet to be designated place.

Trace Study Group - South
The group met on November 18 at the Orange County Sheriffrs Crime Laboratory.

Ed Rhodes led the meeting which included a discussion of the following topics:
(1) Review of the Yosemite Trace Study Group Meeting; (2) Fo11ow-up on the
analytical results of the paj-nt samples handed out at the August meeting; (3) A
discussion of methods used in the examination of building materials; and,
(4) A presentation of methods of microchemistry (a la Palenik/Chamot and Mason).

WAI{IED: ALM !

T}M NORTIIERN AI{D SOUTTIERN CHAPTERS OF T}M TRACE EVIDENCE STUDY GROUP
ARE EAGBR TC RESURRECT TIIE HAIR PROFICIENCY E}GRCISE DESIGNED AI{D
IMPLEMENTED BY ED BI,AKE A FEW YEARS AGO. WE ARE HAVING DIFFICULY
LOCATING TIIE SETS OF MOTJNTED HAIR SLIDES I^IHICH I,IERE CIRCTILATE$ AND
ARE IIEREBY PLEADING THAT EACH I.AB BE SEARCIIED FOR SAI'{E. IF A SET
IS LOCATED PLEASE FORWARD IT TO MARTY BI,AKE, OAKI,AND POLICE DEPARTMENT,
ROOM 608, OAKLAIIID, CA. 94607 (SEND IT AI.INONYI'OUSLY IF YOU LIKE, NO

QTTESTIONS WILL BE ASKED, BIII PLEASE SEND IT). IF ENOUGH OF TltE SETS
ARE RECO\TERED A DUPLICATION OF MUCH EFFORT MAY BE PRE\TEMSD. THANK YOUT



SELECTED ABSTRACTS FROM TNTER/MICRO.B2 MEETfNG
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UPCOMING MEETINGS

California Association of Cri*ir"li"t" Sprirg 1983
will be at the Union Square

Holiday Inn. Contact Debbie Wakida, San Francisco Police Department Laboratory,
850 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94103, (41-5) -553-1161.

Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists
t Arnold Melnikoff, Office of

Attorney General, Criminal Investigation Laboratory, 275 West Front St.,
Missoula, MI 59801.

Asian Pacific Congress on Legal Medi
pore. Contact Dr. Wee IGng Poh, Medieo-Legal

Society, 4-A College Rd., Singapore 0316.

International Association of Forensic Sciences
, c/o Forensic Science Society,

P.O. Box 41, Clarke House, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, GHl 1BX, England.

NATIOIIAL AI'DIOVISUAL CENTER PROCRAI.IS UN I'ORENSI,C I{EDI,CIdE

fhe Natlonal AudloVleual Center has recentLy offered 32 vldeo prograns
dealgned to enhance the ekl.lls of medlcal erauLnera, coroners, distrLct
attorneys, and other nedLcal detectlves. Ttre prograns are avallable as
16 nn movles and as vldeocaaaettes. The followlng tltlea are avallabler
An Introductlon to Forenslc Pathology
Changes After Death
Foreneic Autopsy
Forenelc ldentlf lcatlon
Asphyxla
Uislabeled and Unlabeled Deaths
Narcotlsn
Sudden Unexpected Natural Death
Ttrauna
Infants and ChiLdren
Traunatic InJurles
Medlcal Indlcators of Chlld Abuse and Neglect
Physlcal lndlcators of Abuse -- Slgns of Alert
Serual Abuse -- lhe Fanl.ly
InvectlgatLng Cases of Chlld Abuse and Neglect
Preeentlng the Case
The lledlcal t{ltaess
OperatLng Rootn Deaths
The Battered Chlld

Inforrnatlon nay be obtalned from:

Natloual- AudLoVlsual Center
NatlonaL Archlves and Records Servlce
General Servlces Adul.nlstratlon
Order Sectlon CM

Washlngtonl D.G. 2O4O9
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ETHICAL DILEI''MA

Peter Barnett
Forensic Science Associates

In.the past several columns I have dealt with situations involving
the actions of Crfminalists when faced with more or less technical issies.
This month I would like to diverge from that topic and address the issuethat has been referred to as the-"theater of thb courtroom." When testi-fying in court, the Criminalist is faced with a difficult task: The tech-nical evidence and issues must be explained fully and carefully so that arelatively naive iury can understand the nature ind imp'licatioirs of the
evidence; the questions which are posed by Counsel musl be clear, and their
implications understood by the withess, so as to avoid misleading the jury;
and the Criminalist must allow Counsel an opportunity to thorougfity exptore
not only the opinion of the witness but the justification that [fre-withess
has for the opinion that is expressed and the qualifications of the witness
to express that opinion. The witness must also allow counsel an opportunity
to explore any possible bias that the witness may have. All of these are
legitimate functions of the advocacy system.

In addition to legitimate types of questions which are allowed, and
even encouraged, to ful'ly explore the witness'opinion, lawyers are often
allowed to ask questions which, while serving no'legitimate purpose in
furthering understanding of the issues in the trial, must neverlheless be
answered by the witness. The traditional advice given to expert witnessesin books on the subject of giving testimony is thit the purpbse of these
questions is to try to provoke the witness so that in some fashion hfscredibility on the witness stand wr'll be lessened in the eyes of the jury.

clearly, i! is the responsibility of any person who agrees to be an
expert witness (and there is not, except in the most unusuil of circumstances,
any way to force a person to be an expert witness) to answer all of the
questions that are asked" This is the nature of the 0ath that is taken be-
fore the testimony is given. In additjon, the CAC Code of Ethics places a
somewhat greater burden on the witness: In essence, the CAC Code bf Etnics
requires that the witness not only answer the questions asked, but ass'ist
counsel by not engaging in tactics which interfere with his right to ask any
questions which are permitted under the rules of evidence. To do otherwise
would clearly be to "assist"..(counse'l) through such tactics as will implant
a false impression in the minds of the jury",,

One of the favorite lunchroom and cocktail party pastimes of Criminalistsis to relate "war stories" which describe the clever-and subtle ways which
they have in the past used to deal with attorneys who have asked embarrass'ing,insultilg, difficult, sarcastic, or personal questions of the type that we
have all come to know and love. It is a perfectly acceptable part of the
"theater of the courtroom" to devr'se mechanisms to deal with these types of
questions while recognizi"ng that it is the right, indeed perhaps the-bbtigation,
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9I ttrq attorney to ask the questjons - just as it is the obl.igation of
the w'itness to answer them. This month's Ethical Dilemma deais with what
may be an effort b.y u! expert witness to prevent the attorney from asking
some of the more difficult questions.

In a recent case in which the defense attorney was prepared to under-take a.thorough cross examination of the Criminaliit, the Ci"lminalist employeda tactic which,-while perhaps not intended to accompfish what it dia, wii
nevertheless effective in intimidating the attorney. The witness came .into
court when his name was cal'led, in fuil view of the Jury, leading by the hindhis 4 year old daughter who was dressed in her best Sundiy school clothes.
He.sat his daughter down in the front row of the courtrooir gallery where sheprimly sat with her gaze affectionately fastened on her fatfrer as- he was swornin and took the witness stand.

The presence of the cherubic..little,girl certainly had an intimidatingeffect on the defense attorney: How could he engage ii vigorous cross exam-ination of the witness, lh. purpose of which is,-a[ least in part, to attackthe credibility of the witneis, with this darling titue giri'iitii;g i;-1h;front row. Surely, thg jurors would not take kiioty to ai attorney iho would
connrence such an assault on someone in front of his-adoring chitd.- If he wereto engage in such vigorous cross examination the jury woull feel such an out-pouri.ng of sympathy for the witness and antipathy for the lawyer that the effect
would be just the opposite of what the lawyer inlended

If this was the intention of the witness, is there a violation of the
CAC Code of Ethics? Is this not an action which could create a false im-press'ion in the minds of the jury by preventing a thorough and complete cross
examination of the witness? Would it be unethical to brlng a dog trained to
respond to certain types of questions either by grow'ling m6nacin6ly at the
.1.9wyer. or by. whimpering and looking with sorrowtJl browi .y.r ui h'is master?
What about those of us-whose childien are older so we have-no one to take tocourt with us? Please answer these questions, and include any comments, onthe reply sheet.

. The replies to the last Ethicar Dilemma were very few. Apparently,
readers did not perceive.this problem (of a defense investigatbi^ discoveringphysica'l evidence which is not turned over to the investigaiing ug.niy)-as""
an ethical one. This is interesting'in light of the fact that-atlorneys
frequently fee'l that the questions of wfrat-they have to provide to opp6sing
counsel_is a very difficult one. In the partitular case that was diltussedin the last issue the District Attorney's office seriously ioniidered-U"inging
charges of some type (prgsumably contempt of court or obsiruction oi-juttii.i"
against the defense criminalist, and the defense attorney was cited to theState Bar for a disciplinary investigation. Criminalisti apparent]y feel that
the decision of what to do in this type of situation is best'left to the attorneybut the attorney is seldom faced with'this type of problem and often is an
unsure of the proper course of action as the criminalist.
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RESPONSES TO THE DECEI4BER ETHICAL DILEIVIMA

The criminalist violated Section of the CAC Code of Ethics.

There was no violation of the CAC Code of Ethics.

I have a small child who I would be willing to loan out for these
purposes.

Comments:

Return To: Peter D" Barnett
Forensic Science Associ.ates
P. 0. Box 8313
Emeryville, Calif. 94608



HYBRID TRAJECTORIES OF BLOOD DROPLETS DISPERSED BY
WINDOW SCREEN

Dauid Kahane, M.P.H., and John Thornton, D. Crim.
Forensic Science Program

Department of Biomedical & Enuironmental Health Sciences
Uniuersity of California

Berheley, Ca.,94720

A variety of conditions exist by which shed blood comes to rest on surfaces. A homicide involving
death by stabbing was submitted to the authors'laboratory. In this case the trajectory of the blood
was intercepted by a screen door. A quantity of blood barely perceptible to the unaided eye
remained on the screen mesh, with the remainder assuming a series of dispersed, hybrid trajecio-
ries prior to being deposited on another vertical surface. This case raised rather unique issues
relative the the interpretation of the blood spatter pattern.

Tests were conducted to determine the nature of the patterns encountered with blood and screen
under a variety of conditions. The test parameters were:

1) Distance of origin (Pasteur pipette as dropper) to screen,
2) Distance of screen to final surface (craft paper),
3) Angle of screen to falling drop (varied from 0-60o), and
4) Amount of blood (L or 2 drops).

The results of these experiments will be sketched out here rather than described in detail, since in
an actual case situation test patterns would necessarily be determined empirically after attempting
to duplicate the circumstances of the case,e.g., the precise texture of the final surface.

A single drop of blood (which, depending on the distance and surface texture would ordinarily
result in a single spot 15-19 mm in diameter) was observed to be dispersed into 20-25 separatl
droplets, arranged in an orderly cluster of 6 groups of 2 to 4 droplets when the screen was held
parallel to the target (Figure 1). The diffraction or spacing between clusters increased. with increas-
ing origin-to'screen distance, and also with increasing screen-to-target distance. In the former,
greater diffraction is presumably a function of the higher kinetic energy of the drop on impact,
while in the latter case the standoff of the screen permits a greater dispersion by exploiting the
angularity of the hybrid trajectories. The diffractionJike pattern deviated to an elongate pattern as
the angle of the screen increased from 0o to 60o (Figure 2).

Interpretation of the geometry of bloodstain distribution (MacDonell, 1971) has indicated that
the nature of the target surface plays a central role in the observed pattern, and must be taken into
consideration in any attempt at reconstruction. Porous or irregu,lar surfaces yield higher degrees of
ultimate observed spatter than nonporous or smooth surfaces due to the increased propensity for
rupture of the drop as well as the subsequent capillary action of resultant droplets.

If the screen is perceived as a target surface in and ofitselfit is reasonable to characterize the
material, 1.e., screen, as the ultimate, most extreme porous surface that blood might encounter.
Moreover, varying the angle of the screen may be viewed as analogous to the progressing from a
regular (0") to an irregular (60') surface, since the drop of blood will transect an increasing number
of planes as the angle of impact increases.

The patterns observed support the concept ofthe screen as a defined surface; the conventional
considerations of bloodstain distribution analysis as described by MacDonell may therefore be
employed in situations of this type.

References
Herbert L. MacDonell, Flight Characteristics and Stain Patterns of Human Blood., U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1971.
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DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE IN DWI ARRESTEES
AND THE INTERCOMPARISON OF RESI]LTS FROM

THREE CONTEMPORARY BREATII TEST INSTRI]MENTS

L. Haag and R. Watkins
Phoenix, AZ

(Presented at the FalI 1981 CAC-Northwest
Meeting, Lake Tahoe, Nov. 4-6, 1981)

Introduction

In Lg34 Heise writing in JAMA(1) t.potted the following average
blood alcohol levels from a toLal of 2L6 persons injured or
killed in auto accidents:

single vehicle accident 0.L5%
single vehicle fatal 0.24%
multiple vehicle collision 0.2L%
striking pedestrian 0.L4%

Later in 1938 Holcomb(2) also writing in the Journal of the
American Medical AssociaEion reported that 2% of rhe general
driving public had a blood alcohol level equal to or greater than
0.107.. His conclusion was reached on Ehe basis of tests on 270
individuals arrested for Dl'lI and the results from 1750 randomly
selected drivers in the same area.

The average blood alcohol concentration for 3300 alcohol-positive
European drivers involved in acci{qnts was 0.187, according to the
report of Froentjes and Verburgt'"'in L957.

In Lg65 Birrell(a) in Australia found that blood alcohol concentra-
tions usually do not exceed 0.087, in ordinary social drinking but
the mean 7"BAC for DWI arrestees was 0.22% for LlL5 subjects
tested.

In L972 Kempe(s) for:nd that the average BAC of approximately 4000
DWI arrestees tested on the Breathalyzer in Tucson, AtLzona during
the years 1967-L97L was 0.20%. In L969 ArLzona adopted an implied
consent statute which retained the previous 0.157" presumptive
level then near the end of the Kempe's study the presumptive level
was lowered to 0 .L0%. Kempe reported that the nr:mber of tests
increased considerably after these events but he detected no
change in the mean BACs for arrested drivers

Nearly 10 years have elapsed since the completion of this last
study during which ti-me stronger enforcement measures (such as
ASAP projects) have been instituted in many areas and "new-
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generaLionrr instruments have been introduced to replace themanually operated M900/M900A Breathalyzer. Both the intensified.efforts to apprehend DWI drivers and the irnproved design featuiesof the automated instruments stand to affect the statidticaldistribution of test result-s in persons suspected of driving whileunder the influence of alcohoI. -

The increased use of drugs as well as possible changes in thepublie's attitude about drinking and d.iiving rnay allo be aninterelated factor in determining the avera[e biood alcoholconcentration in DI{I arrestees.

As a result of these and other consi-deraLions and the availabilityof a substantially larger nurnber of test results from three diffelenttyPes of instruments used in the same or sirailar areas. a compilationand comparison of data was under taken for the years rglj-tgai.---

The numerical test results-for,subjects arrested for driving underthe influence of intoxicating liquor were excerpted from th6 logbooks of the various instruments for periods ranging from I to 5years and were tabulated on a form prepared for Itaiisticalsummarization. The following computations were made for eachgroup of data:

The total number of tests.
$r" percent of alcohol-positive results (.0u: or greater).
The percent of subjects at and above 0.08ii BAC.
The percent of subjecLs at and above 0.10i; BAC.
The average,test result (%fAC; for all alcohol-positive subjects.
The standard deviation of the average 7;BAC

Thg frequency of occurrenee for each 2-dLfi,t blood alcohol percentagepoint was converted to a relative frequen-y value so that the varioussizes of data banks could be plotted on a tormnon graph

Sources of data hTere selected on several basis:

(1) tyo types of instruments in concurrent use in the same locale,(2) the same instrument used in areas of differing demographic
nature,

(3) results from the same jurisdiction collected several
years apart and

(4) results for aceident-involved subjects.

Results

ilreathalyzer results frorn various small
ArLzona collected over a 5 year period
yielded average BACs of .L6"/. ta .L7%.

towns and rural areas of
from 1976 to 198f invariably
Comparable results were
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obtained from various areas of Phoenix Arizona when the test
results for a single year (tgZZ ) were tabulated. Similar distri-
butions were a]-so found when all- of the statewide results were
graphed and compared to a similar number (ca. 7000 each) of Phoenix
results. These results which are summarized in Table I were obtained
from Model 900 and 90OA Breathalyzers which had been personally
checked for proper function and calj-bration by the authors.

Table I
BREATFIALYZER RESULTS

In 1978 the Mark IV Gas Ctrromatograph Tntoximeter replaced the Breath-
a]-yzer in the City of Phoenix. CiL)rwide results for the first fu1l
year of the new program and for the year 1980 show no significant
change to have occurred either as the result of the change in the
instrumental system or as a result of the passagre of time.

Table If
MK. IV G.C .I . RESI.ILTS

Phoenix, AZ

Intoxilyzer results from model 4011A and 4O11AS (al1 with slope
detection el-ectronic processors) from metropolitan areas such. as
Scottsdale, suburban and rural areas adjacent to Phoenix and several
distant. county locations were collected over the period from 1,979
to fall- 1981. Each source g'ave comparable mean BACs as reported above.
Table Iff on the next page summarizes the TntoxiLyzer results for
3368 test results.

Year Source Total #
of Results

% Alcohol-
Posi-tive

% at .08
and above

% aL .10
and above

Ave./"
BAC

S. D.

L976-
1981

State-
wide 7592 98 .9 94.6 91 .1 .L67% .o58%

L977 Phoenix
AZ

6510 98 .6 94.5 91 .0 .L71/" .o58%

Year Total #
of Results

% Alcohol-
Positive

% aL .08
and above

% aL .10
and above

Ave. %
BAC

S.D.

L97B 6899 97.7 94.5 90 .3 .17 4% .o6r%

1980 8901 98.O 95.2 91 .3 .174% .o59%
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The graph below reflecLs the frequency distribution for ttre com-
bined results of 33270 breath tests over the range of 0.00% to
0.50"/"BAC at O.OL% intervals. The handwritten numbers below the
BAC percentages represent the actual number of entries for that
particular interval.
There are a number of interesting observations to be made from this
distribution. Like Kempe's graph of approximately 4000 Tucson Arizona
results nearly 10 years earlier, the distribution is bimodal with
peaks at .L7/o and .2O/"BAC suggestinq two populations of DI^II drivers.
A rapid rise in the nuniber of subjects arrested for DWf begins at
about O.O6/"BAC and is clearly evident by O'OQ%BAC which would sup-
port the findings of Professor Borkenstein( 6 I in his compretrensive
L964 study in which he found 0.08%BAC to be a clear threshold 1evel
for alcohol- impairment of driving skills.

TNTOXILYZER RESULTS

Year Total #
of Results

% Alcohot-
Positive

% aL .08
and above

% aL .10
and above

Ave. /"
BAC

S.D.

L979-
1981 3368 98 .3 95 .1 9L.2 .L727" .o59%
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Summarv/Discussion
If one takes Professor Borkenstein's view and the subsequenL I972
recommendation of the NSC's Committee of Alcohol and Drugs that
0.08/"BAC be set as the ttrreshold level for a1cohol impairment of
driving skills, then officers are correct about 95% of the time
assuming that the test result is representative of the subject's
BAC at the time of the driving. ff the usual statutory limit of
0.10%BAC is used then these results would indicate that officers
are "correct" 9L/" of the time.
The intercomparison of results between different instruments in
the same area and the same type of instrument in different demo-
graphic areas of Arizona showed no substantial difference in the
average BAC or the distribution of results with ttre exception of
the degree of involvement of women in DI{I arrests. While their
average BAC was also nominally .L7%t a higher percentage of women
were arrested for DV'II in areas of higher socio-economic status
than in lower class areas of the city (ca. L3% vs. B% respectively
according to instrument 1-ogbook entries from various areas of
Phoenix).
Results for a 10 year period in the City of Phoenix indicate that
approximately IO% of arrested individuals refuse to submit to a
blood or breath test. [Note: In Arizona the 1aw enforcement agency
chooses ttre test the arrestee witt be given and breath is the most
frequent choice for ambul-atory subjects. ]
No distinction could be found between results from any of the three
types of breath testing instruments (BreathaLyzer, Intoxilyzer and
cci ) and their ,L7% averaqe BAC compares f avorably with the .1'B%

average BAC for several year's blood alcohol sample,,results for
DWI suspects tested by the Stale Crime Laboratory\ I ) ,

Future Studies,/Cons iderat ions
The recent passage of Per Se laws in California and Arizona together
with the creation of special DWI teams and the improved FSTs being
developed and empJ-oyed stand to have an impact on the distribution
of DWI test results. One would expect for example that the average
BAC for subjects apprehended by specially trained DWT teams woul-d
be lower than the -.71% found in this study if their ability to recog-
nize the impaired driver (rather than the obviously intoxicated
driver) is superior to the average officer on the road.
In Arizona defendants trave the option of having their own breath-
al-cotrol sample retained for their own independent analysis. after
November of 1-979. During the first 6 monttrs after this decision
approximately 15% of arrested subjects in Phoenix chose to have
such sampl-es collected. How the results of these retained samples
compare witft the officer's test result and the nature of the BAC

dislribution for individuals having suctr samples analyzed witl- be
addressed in a future report by Haag.
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T'PDATE ON FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC AUTOMOBILE PAINT
Marty Blake, Oakland Police Department

(Presented at CACr/Interamerican Congress Sacramento, Nov. 4, L982)

The purpose of this paper is to summarize certain trends that have been occurring
in the automobile paint industry over the last several years d.ue to environmental
Iegislation and economic considerations. I have not conducted exhaustive research
to determine the types of paint used on all automobiles, foreign and domestic,
which would be a rather awesome task considering the complexity of the paint in-
dustry. Rather, I have focussed upon emerging patterns in the manufacture and
application of primers and topcoats used on foreign and domestic automobiles.

Since L966, when Los Angeles County passed RuIe 66, the domestic industrial coat-
ings market has e>rperienced a dramatic shift in prod,uct emphasis. Rule 66, which
is now F-uLe 442, restricts usage of aromatic volatile solvents in paints to 20?.
A variety of local and state air-pollution regulations have been passed especially
after the Federal Ciean Air Act of L967, and because the automobile industry is
the largest single outlet for industrial- coatings these regulations most affect
coatings applied to automobiles. TLre coatings forensic scientists are most con-
cerned with are the primer coats and. the topcoats used to finish exterior steel'
chrome, aluminum, rubber and plastic.

Ttre history of automobile finishes used worldwide reflects the paint industries
continued research aimed at providing the automobile industry with cost-efficient
coatings of integrity with reduced industrial exposure of the volatile portions
of the paint. It is no small task to formulate a combination of resins, pigiments'
and other components which will result in a paint film that is resistant to water,
sa1t, acids and bases, solvents, (e.g. gasoline); resistant to stress and impact'
and is color fast.

fn America, unlike other industrial coating markets there are relatively few,
(approximately ten) paint manufacturers that supply automaJcers with primers and
topcoats. fhe vast majority of paint used is supplied by five of these, namely,
Dupont, PPG, fnmont, Celanese, and Cook. This situation j-s simil-ar in foreign
automobile production .

The history of automobile paint systems in America and abroad is really three
separate but associated histories -- the primer history, the development of top-
coat resins and the development of pigments used, in primers and topcoats. There
are of course a variety of other additives in automobile paint but this discussion
will be restricted to these three components.

The following comments are restricted to domestic paints; Table 1 lists a brief
history of these components. The first component to be considered is the primer
used to prepare surfaces for topcoats.

PRIIviERS

The most important advancement in primer painting is the nearly complete switch
from anodic to cattrodic electrodeposition. This has occurred from a-bouE L977 Eo
present. In cathodic electrodeposition the material to be primed acts as the
cathode and attracts the paint by reversal of the electrical circuit. fn the U.S.
sixty-three of the sixty-four electrodeposition tanks in operation are cathodic.

15



16 IhBLE 1

ST'}4MARY OT AUTOMOBILE PAINT HISTORY * (DATilS ARE APPROXI}IAIE)

I. PRTIIERS

1963: Anogic eleetrodeposition first used on automobiles (Ford)

L9722 water-thinned spray primers based on anj-onic tlpe alkyd or epo>ry
. ester vehicles

1978: Most electrodeposition tanks worldlside switched from anodic to
cathodic operation

II. TOPCOAT RESIN SYSTEMS

3.9222 Nitrocellulose lacquers introduced

1930: Alkyd resins (baking enainels cross-linked with urea formaldehyde)

19462 Melanine-formaldehyde resins

1956: Nondrl"ing-oil alkyd high-melam:lne formaldehyde resin baking enanel

19572 Acrylic lacquers (thermoplagtic acrylics)

1962: Acrl-lic enamels (therrosetting acrylic baking enamels)

L967-
1968: Nonaqueous dispersion (NAD) lacquers and enarels

1-9742 Water-thinned thermosetting acrylic enamels used (CA)

L977t Clear coat on base coat began in U.S.

III. PIGMENTS

L9252 Anatase Titanium Dioxide (high-hiding white pigrment)

1933: Quinacridone (reds)

1935: Phthalocyanine blue; rise in metallics (aluminum ftake)

1938: Phthaloqlanine green and rutile Titanium Dioxide (better hiding and
chalk resistance than antase tlpe)

L954: Organic yelIow, orangJe, red, maroon and violet pigments of improved
lightfast, nonbleed qualities

1973-
present: Ceramic pigments (coribination of metallic and nonnetal_lic pigrments,

e>rperimental) .

* Willianrs' Ralph ,4. Automotj-ve Finishes" Fed,eration Series on Coatings
Technologry, Unit 25, L977, and other sources.
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llhe advantages of this tlpe of electrodeposition include increased corrosion re-
sistance, more penetration and more control over the thickness of the layer de-
posited. Indeed this method has the potential of eliminating the second primer
layer. This will have a profound effect on attempts to identify make and model
based upon primer/topcoat sequences. Many of the resin systems previously used
in the anodic process are also applied to the cathodic process. The cathodic
process requires acid solr-rble pol1'mers and conditions which favor crosslinking
to produce a highly basic fi1m. As in the anodic procedure, the most common

resins are epoxides where water clispersability is typically introduced with
amine salts or quartenary afllmonium salts. Ttre epo4l resins produced will provide
coatinqs of outstanding corrosion resistance. Other possible cationic polymers
are epoxies crosslinked with blocked isocyanates which uniclock at baking temper-
ature. Ttre pigrments used in cathodic electrodeposition tanks are subject to,
by and large, the same considerations and constraints of anodic systems and
conulon pigrments still include carbon black, TIO, and iron oxide; barytes and
clays are used as inert fillers.

TOPCOATS

g,he single most important trend in topcoat formulation is to higher-solids non-
aqueous dispersion formulas (NAD), whether lacquers or enamels. The lacquers
are primarily composed of long straight chains of methacrylate, while the acrylic
enamels are tlpically crosslinked with butylated melamine formaldehyde or in the
case of the water-borne enamels, crosslinked with hexamethoxy methyl melamine.
fLrere has been a steady decline in the use of solution lacquers and enamels as

opposed to tJ:e NAD lacquers and enamels where the resin is suspended as fine
particles since the latter allows higher solids application so that fewer coats
need be applied. The second important trend is increased frequency of the clear
coat applied over the base coat which is much more of a domestic trend than
foreign one since clear coats have been used for some time abroad.

With regard to domestic topcoats, Tab1e 2 outlines the current types of paint
beingr used on domestic automobiles -- some notable points are General Motorrs
exceptions to the lacguers used on most vehicles and the fact that the use of
waterborne enamels has not spread as expected. This is due in part to the high
cost of installation of a facility to use waterborne paints and also to lhe cost
of maintenance and difficulty of spot repair. It wouLd appear therefore that the
paint industry is attempting to meet emission requirements via the high solids
avenue instead of the costlier conversion avenue. With the polymer systems cur-
rently in use however there is a timit to the pereent of solids possible before
a decline in performance characteristics, especiatly film durability results-
Another expected trend which has not been realized in the automobile paint in-
dustry is the use of powd,er coatings, where the resin, without solvent, is sprayed
as an aerosol onto a hot metal surface and melts into a fi1m. There are technical
difficulties in formulating and applying powder paints and the equipment costs are
considerable so these paints may not be used for some time in the automobile in-
dustry.

CLEARCOAT TREND: Originally the clearcoat (typically a urethane) was formulated
to pr"ee"t tire topcoat. In ttre U.S. the clearcoat has evolved as an effort to
copy the European look so popular here. The use of the clearcoat over the base-
coat also permits thinner basecoats to be applied but this coat is difficult to
spot repair due to color and gloss matching problems. Despite ttris difficulty a

Dupont representative estimates that by the 1990's most American automobiles will
have cleareoats.
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DOMESTTC AUI0IIOBILE I|OFCOAT RESIN SYSTEITIS (DAIES ARE APPROxII.IATE)

GENERAL I,iOTORS

1965-1968: Switched from alkyd resins to thermoplastic acryIic lacquers (TpA).
Majority of paint sr4rplied by Dr:pont

L975-. Majority plants use nonaqueous d.ispersion (NAD) lacquer except
three plants (southgate, cA., van Nqys, cA. and oklahona city, oK.)
use water-borne enamel (hexarnetho:ry rrethyl melanrine); some plants
use solution 3-acquers.

Exceptions: corvette (fiber-reinforced plastic body) painted with enanel, then
enamel clear-coat applied.

Nor*rood, ohio plant uses high solids enanel on Firebirds and Camaros.

Trends: possible conversion to acrylic enamel systens in years to corp

increased use of higher sotids litAD and clear coats

probably no more conversion to water-borne systems due to install-
ation costs, maintenance e:q)ense and difficulty of spot repair

FORD

L964: Switched from alkyd resins to acrylic enamels (solution and NAD)

Majority of paint supplied by paint and vinyl- operations of Ford
Motor co- i remainder suppried by cook, celanese, ppc, Arma, Mobi1
and DuPont (very small amount).

Trends: increased use of higher sorids !'IAD and clear coats

CHRYSLER

L964t Switched from alkyd resins

Prodrrces some of the paint
and others

A}'ERICa,N MOToES

acry!-ic enamels (solution and l{AD) .

use6i remainder supplied by ppG, Cook

enamels (solution and tlAD)

PPG and Ford (small amount)

to

ir

1965: Switched from alkyd resins to acrylic

Cook is main paint supplier; Celaneser
also supply.
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In addition to topcoats applied to the metal portions of the automobile frame
there are special "elastomeric" paints applied to the rubber bumper guards.
These are fo1lowing the base/cIear trend where the base is formulated to a1low
more stretch of the filn and the clearcoat is urethane.

PIGIvIENTS: Probably the most challenging task in topcoat formulations is control
of piqmentation. Indeed, paint manufacturers are usually awarded contracts with
the automakers based upon the ability to match the buyers needs since field failure
would present drastic warranty problems. There are three tlpes of automobile
pigment systems although only two of these types are currently being used. in top-
coat formulas. Ttre majority of topcoats, probably about 80e"rare metallic' where
aluminum flakes are included with organic and inorganic pigments. Ttre annunt of
aluminum in the film depends upon the other pigments present and the size of the
aluminum flakes may also vary. Nonmetallic paints contain TIO, alone or in corn-
bination with other inorganic or organic pigrnents. Some color6 require thicker
layers to provide hiding. ftre third type of pigrment system is still in the ex-
perimental stage and is called cerarnic pigmentation. In this system metallic
and nonmetal-lic formulas are mixed which results in a pearl-like lustre. There
.is some evidence to suggest that these coatings will not chip as easily as trad-
itionally-pigrmented topcoats. The major trend in pigment production is the near
elimination of lead conta'ining pigrmentsr €.9. lead chromate yellows and molybdate
oranges which were used to achieve orang'e, yel1ow, and red topcoats. General
Motors substituted azo-organic pigrments for the lead pigrments in L977; Ford fol-
lowed suit in 1980 and the trend has continued. Dupont, which is perhaps the
largest supplier of pigments used in the automobile industry publishes an annual
bulletin in which color popularity trends can be examined. This bulletin is
available upon request. The typical breakdown of color popularity for both dom-
estic and foreign automobiles shows nonmetallic white and silver metallic to be
the most popular colors, followed by dark brown metallic then light blue metallic.

FOREIGN AUTOMOBfLE PAINT: It is more difficult to surrunarize trends in the foreign
market, which includes automakers of Japan, Europe' Britain, Mexico, Canada and
a few other locations. TLre foreign automakers are in general not as "toxicity
conscious" as the U.S. automakers are. Certain parallel developments between the
foreign and domestic automobile industries have occurred however. As of May of
1982, 40% of European automobiles with electrodeposited primers were of the
cathodic type and this trend is increasing rapidly. It is curious to note that
certain trends in foreign automobile topcoats are due to the demands of the American
market and vice versa. This is why in 1979 Jaquar switched from nitrocellulose
lacquer to thermosetting acrylic lacquer to produce a higher gloss finish. The
American buyer on the other hand likes the "sleek" look of the clear coat applied
to most foreign automobiles. There are currently two foreign makers that have
plants in the U.S. namely, Honda, (Ohio) which began producing Accords only in
L982, and Volkswagon (Penn). Nissan wilt be producing Datsuns in one U.S. plant
in the almost immediate future. The paints supplied to these plants may differ
from paints distributed to foreign plants due to availability, etc. Most of the
foreign automakers use alkyd enamels or acrylic enamels, with the latter being
predominant. In the foreign market there is not yet widespread use of NAD for-
mulas. 5'he practice of reduced thickness of the base coat with clearcoat applied
over has already occurred on Toyota lines and results in a somewhat lower quality
finish. Beginning in 1983r two red colors on Honda Civics and Preludes will be
nonmetallic topcoats m:ixed with clear (urethane) to give rich lustre.
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AFTERMARKET AUTOMOBILE PAINTS: Aftermarket automobile paints are applied to areas
damaged before leaving the plant (which includes some 50% of domestic vehicles)
and are applied by automobile body refinishers. Most of these paints are air-clry
acryIic lacquers, since these do not reguire high temperatures necessary for cross-
linked systems. Ease of spot repair is a main advantage of General Motors use of
acrylic lacquers. In recent years the larger automobile paint suppliers, both
foreign and d.omestic, have marketed factory package paints to the refinishing trade
and a few automakers (e.g. Toycta, Jaquar, BMW and Volvo) export their own factory
package paints. Itre size, shape and distribution of aluminum flakes in metallic
topcoats may vary considerably from one refinishing formula to another. These and
other factors must be considered when examining automobile paint chips for inves-
tigative lead value.

fhe resin systems descriJced above may be distinguished by solubility tests. The
schene presented. by Thornton in 1979 <listinguishes acrylic lacquers, acrylic
enamels, alkyd enamels and waterborne enamels. (".5o1ubi1ity Characterization of
Automotive Paintsr" John Thornton, Shmuel Kraus and Bruce Lerner, CAC 53rd Semi-
Annual Seminar, San Diego May, L979) Solution lacquers may be distinguished from
NAD lacquers by ><ylene which will dissolve only the dispersion type. Various in-
strumental techniques such as infrared spectroscopy and pyrolysis gas-chromato-
graphy also provide information regarding resin systems"

In summary then there have been several industrial developments in the formulation
and application of automobile primers and topcoats used domestically and abroad.
These changes may eventually effect the amount of information available to de-
termine the make and model of a vehicle given a chip of paint.


